What concerns me, Human Health Services or the Veterans Administration does not know of the rise in the mortality rate in 1976, Lackland AFB San Antonio Texas, and previous years. This operation was so Top Secret that the local base physicians were in a panic, trying to understand why the mortality rate [Number of Deaths] was so high with new recruits; within the first few weeks of their military training.
Volunteering was not the case for immunization when I arrived at basic training. In 1964, “Aaron Ismach was presented with a Gold Medal from the US Government for his efforts related to the immunization Jet Injector Gun. The Jet Injector also appeared on postage stamps as a commemorative of his efforts.”

It was still used in 1976, when I was in basic training and throughout my eight year military career; sometimes, they would select a small population for regular injections for what purpose I do not know, I was a recruit that received both. There are historic accounts, where the jet Injector saved thousands or lives, such as small pox; however, follow-up was never done, to see if any of these people were cross-injected by other diseases such as AIDS or Hepatitis.

In 1976, “The USA Agency for International Development published a book called War on Hunger which detailed the War Against Smallpox which Ismach’s Jet Injector gun was used to eradicate the disease in Africa and Asia. The US Government spent $150 million a year to prevent its recurrence in North America (wiki).”

In 1997, “The USA Department of Defense, the jet injector’s biggest user, announced that it would stop using it for mass vaccinations due to concerns about infection (wiki).”

Citation: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet.Injector

The jet injector used by the military in 1976, left black holes in your arms, and the vial something’s showed blood floating around in the serum. It was not a surprise to me to read the “Veterans MKULTRA “article, which states, “Often [CIA] experiments were conducted without the “volunteers” (or victims in this case) knowledge or consent:”

“. . . human experimentation program launched in the early 1950s and continued through at least 1976 when it was suspended in response to hearings conducted by Congress. Thousands of experiments took place at the Edgewood Arsenal and Fort Detrick, as well as several universities and hospitals across America contracted by the Defendants. ‘Volunteers’ were exposed to thousands of toxins under code names such as MKULTRA, including drugs such as LSD, mescaline, and cannabis; biological substances such as plague and anthrax; and noxious gases such as sarin, tabun, and nerve gases.”

Citation: http://www.topsecretwriters.com/2010/10/veteran-mkultra-victims-sue-us-government/

*See Evidence Samples

What concerns me, Human Health Services or the Veterans Administration does not know of the rise in the mortality rate in 1976, Lackland AFB San Antonio Texas, and pervious years. This operation was so Top Secret that the local base physicians were in a panic, trying to understand why the mortality rate [Number of Deaths] was so high with new recruits; within the first few weeks of their military training.
In a frustrated panic, military doctors tried all sorts of remedies to bring the death count down. The cause was believed to be, an unknown airborne substance, pasted from the breath of one recruit to the next, because they slept so close together. The remedy, when I was stationed there was to have all recruits face the opposite way on the beds while sleeping. Every other man's head was ordered to face opposite while sleeping; say north, as the next bed recruit would lay his head south for each and every other man in the barracks.
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